Abstract-In the uplink of a WCDMA system, a natural choice of resonme management control quantity is the upliik noise rise, i.e., total received power over noise power. Unfortunately this qnantity is hard to measure. In this paper, we propose and evaluate a number of noise rise estimates which all rely on path gain measurements. These measurements can he made available either periodically or event-driven as described in 3GPP (Release W). Simulations show that event-driven measurements yield comparable performance to periodic measurements, but With much fewer measurement reports. Despite severely Limited path gain knowledge due to that some users report to another RNC, we still manage to estimate the uplink noise rise reasonably well.
INTRODUCTION
All cellular radio systems are equipped with radio resource management algorithms. In the uplink of a WCDMA system a natural choice of control quantity for these algorithms is the uplink noise rise, i.e., total received uplink power over background noise power. Interference power measures are used for admission control in [l, 21. In the literature there are several ways of estimating the affect that admitting a new user has on'the uplink noise rise. In for example 131 they estimate the noise rise increase by using measured current uplink noise rise and an estimate of the increase in relative load a new user will provide. A common approach to estimating the uplink interference power is to divide it into background noise, intracell interference (interference originating from the own cell) and inter-cell interference (interference from other cells). In [4] they measure the inter-cell interference power periodically and estimates the intra-cell interference as a sum of contributions from each user withii the cell. Another, perhaps more common approach, is to assume that the inter-cell interference power is a fraction of the intra-cell interference power. This technique is used in e.g., [5, 6, 71. Our approach is to assume that the estimate will be hosted in the Radio Network Controller (RNC) and therefore have knowledge of the situation in several cells. The uplink interference power can 'than be modeled as background noise plus a sum of each user's contribution, regardless of whether they are within or outside the cell. The estimates rely heavily on somewhat accurate knowledge of the path gain between base stations and users. Therefore, it is interesting to see how sensitive they are to incomplete path gain knowledge. We have studied two different manners in which the path gain measurements are reported by the users; once in every two-second period (which will simulate 'This work io supported by the Swedish Agency for Innoation Systems (VINNOVA), l n f m t i o n Systems for lndushial Cmml and Supervision periodically requested reports) and event-driven report instants where the user's path gains are reported only in conjunction with handover requests. In [SI they conclude that the system quality is independent of the type of report scheduling used, event-driven or periodical, and that using event-driven reports results in less signaling load. We have also studied the case where some of the users reports only to another RNC. The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section II contains a derivation of the estimates used herein. In Section Ill we define the two types of limitations which will be put on the measurement availability. The estimates' sensitivity to these limitations is then investigated through simulations in Section IV. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section V.
SYSTEM MODEL
In this section we will present a number of estimates of the uplink noise rise, A, which in [3] is related to the uplink load by the well known pole equation where IC-', N and L are the total received interference power, the background noise power and the u p l i relative load, respectively. The estimates are based on knowledge of the current path gains in the network. We will later evaluate how sensitive the estimates are with respect to incomplete knowledge regarding the path gain matrix. P ' can be seen as a sum of background noise and the sum of all users' signals, i.e.,
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where g i , j ( t ) (< 1) is the path gain between user i and the base station serving cell j, p i ( t ) is user i's momentary transmission power and M is the number of users in the entire network. WCDMA utilizes macro diversity since one user can be connected to several cells at a time. If we assume that the signals received in different cells from user i are combined using maximum ratio combining (i.e., utilizing softer handover), the carrier-fo-fofal-infeerference-rotio', 0. 
the. above summation is in reality done in another time scale then assumed here, the approximation is goad enough for our inserting the above estimate of user 2's transmission power fy(t) = N j ( t ) +f,".'(t) x g ; , j ( t ) *
N3(t)
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Solving for bj(t)
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Weimay solve this nonlinear system numerically through fix- where fa. much like f, combines the path gain values according to K;(t). The performance of these estimates in terms of the error's average and standard deviation is evaluated in [9] .
Ill. MEASUREMENTS AVAILABILITY
Above, complete knowledge of the all path gain values was assumed. This, however, is not the case : m practice. In this section we will define two types of limitations on the path gain knowledge. The estimates' sensitivity to these limitations will then be studied in Section IV.
where U corresponds to equation (5). By only iterating once, we get the following recursive algorithm.
Where the index ( N M R C ) indicates that maximum ratio combining has been used when combining the information from several receivers and that we have assumed that Nk = Ni. In equation (6) we assumed softer handover is used for all macro diversity connections. This may seem a bit too optimistic. Instead we can either assume soft handover is 
Users deliver path gain measurement reports to the system. These measurements represent the path loss and shadow fading -AjysC'(t) = 1 + CP?(t)
.=I "kEK. the corresponding values on the uplink to be approximately the same with respect to path loss and shadow fading. The measurements can thus be used in the previously derived estimates. Two different ways of scheduling the measurement reprts, which are both in the 3GPP standard [lo] , are studied herein. Here; f is a function that considers the information regarding the combination of soft and softer handover defined by K;(t).
M1:
The mobile stations are requested to periodically (but not necessarily synchronously) report pilot power measurements from the e.g.. six strongest base stations at a rate of for example 0.5 Hz.
M2. For handover purposes, the mobile typically reports similar measurements in an event-driven fashion. It measures the pilot powers from the neighboring cells and reports up to the six strongest path gains at handover events. Unknown path gain values are assumed to be small and therefore set to zero.
,-. 
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B. Distributed Information
In reality there will be several RNC:s serving an area over which a user may move during a session. According to the 3GPP standard, a user initiating its session in one RNC, call it RNC2, and during the session moves to an area supported by another RNC, RNC1, will not report path gain measurements to RNCl hut to RNCz. A user located insideRNC1's service area may thus introduce considerable interference power to the base stations without delivering any path gain reports to RNC,. All the above estimates can only consider users reporting path gain measurements to the RNC the estimate reside in. Besides the obvious solution to neglect users not reportine their path gain, we propose a combination of the estimates assuming Ik = I3 and Nk = N j . Below is a derivation of the alternative estimate which estimates the noise rise in base stations belonging to RNC, , Split the sum over users in equation (4) into two sums, one being over the users reporting their path gain measurements to RNCI and the other over users reporting to other RNCs (here represented by RNC2). Exemplifying with an assumption of maximum ratio combining is used for all soft handover links Assume that Nj = Nk = N and that i\k(t) = hk(t -I ) . Dividing the above equation by N then results in an estimate of the uplink noise rise which is a combination of equation Note that the sum in the denominator represents the load that users reporting to RNC2 introduce to cell j. Neglecting these users results in a larger denominator, which yields a smaller estimate. This estimate is interesting since RNC2 can now send a message to RNCl containing the additional load that users belonging to RNCz introduces in each cell controlled by RNC,. This message would then be far smaller than one containing the complete path gain information regarding these users. Obviously we can choose to assume soft handover is used everywhere here as well, or we can use the actual combination of soft and softer handover. This gives us three types of estimates that uses the technique with sending relative' load information between different RNCs.
IV. SIMULATIONS
The estimates rely on measurements of the path gains between user and base station. In reality, we will not have complete knowledge of the entire path gain matrix due to a number of reasons. Therefore we have studied the estimates' performance when the path gain knowledge is limited in some sense. As a comparison, Figure I shows average error of the three estimates when knowing the whole uplink path gain mahix and actual received p,. The error is caused by a number of factors [91.
A. Measurement Report Frequency
Consider a simulation area consisting of 21 cells, all serviced by the same RNC. Not surprisingly, as can be seen in Figure 2 , using event driven pathgain reports (i.e., M2 above) results in far less reports per user and hence less signaling overhead for the system. More interesting is the fact that using M2 does not necessarily imply a worse estimate (in fact, the periodicity of MI was selected to obtain comparable performance), see Only when travellmg at a rather high speed, 70 km/h, using
MI or M2 results in different estimation
At this speed, MI provides a better average error hut as can he seen in Figure 6 , the standard deviation is much higher compared with using M2. The average error may be canceled by an error ' 4.5 correction method, hut can do almost nothing to combat a high deviation, A~~~~~~ emr cancelation also requires a low standard deviation, which is why M2 can he considered It is the users that are close to the cell boarder that are the %0.5-=#%rt1 ' ' most important ones to have somewhat accurate path gain , $ o . 4~ knowledge of since these are the users that cause most of the inter-cell-interference. Since these users are more likely to change their soft handover setup compared to users within the cell, it is also more likely that we get a report from these users when using M2. Another, even more drastic way, of constraining the available path gain knowledge in the RNC is to provide reports from only a subset of the users. As argued in Section III, some users will not report their path gain, even though they _ - users not reporting their path gain to the RNC referred to as RNCl above). As a comparison we have also computed statistics for the estimates that completely ignores the external users. Figure 8 , 9 and 10 show the average estimation error when 10,20 and 30% of the users report to another RNC than the one they are closest to, respectively. Clearly, just ignoring that some users are not considered in the estimate can be quite reports from all users m available. Figure I 1 V. CONCLUSIONS We have proposed and studied a number of uplink noise rise estimates. The estimates use path gain measuremenb which are readily available to the system. Two different scheduling approaches of path gain measurement reports were studied. Using event-higgered reports requires less signaling overhead while providing noise rise estimates which have equal or less variance compared to using periodically delivered reports. Only the part of the study where all users were travelling at a high speed (70 km/h) the average estimation error was larger when using event-triggered repons compared U ith periodically delivered report$. Howeber, since the standard deviation of the estimates' error is h w c r when using event-uiggered reports and a low standard deviation is a requirement for ennr cumpensation, using event-triggered reports is recommended according to this study.
The estimales' sunsitivity to incumplete path gain knowledge due 10 niis~ing path gain reponr was also investigated through simulations. When u i n g an estimate that incurparates infnrmation about the additional relative load i n one RNC U hich i s caused by users helonging to in another RNC. it is possible IO estimate the uplink noise ri\e with acceptable performance even uith considerably limited path gain knowledge.
